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Long Island’s Film Window on the World

Celebrating 46 Years as Long Island’s Leading Independent Cinema

MARRIAGE STORY Directed by Noah Baumbach
and starring Scarlett Johansson & Adam Driver

THE IRISHMAN Directed by Martin Scorsese and
starring Robert DeNiro, Al Pacino, Joe Pesci

WAVES Starring Kelvin Harrison Jr., Alexa Demie,
and Lucas Hedges

A HIDDEN LIFE
Directed by Terrence Malick

IMPRESARIOS & VISIONARIES
Honoring Vic Skolnick & Michael Rothbard

UNCUT GEMS
Starring Adam Sandler

Cinema Arts Centre Long Island’s Film Window on the World
Visit CinemaArtsCentre.org; call (631) 423-7610, ext. 13, 11 or 18, M-F, 10-6 pm; visit our
BOX OFFICE, or mail this reply piece to Cinema Arts Centre, 423 Park Avenue, Huntington NY 11743
The Cinema Arts Centre is proud to introduce discounted membership for Military (Active, Reserves,
Guard Members), Retirees, and Veterans (with ID). Enjoy all the benefits of Individual or Dual
Membership, at a special discount.

Individual Membership $60; Dual Membership $110
Senior Membership $45; Senior Dual Membership $90 (65 or older with valid ID)
Military/Veterans Individual Membership $45 (with ID)
Military/Veterans Dual Membership $90 (one member with ID)
One FREE ticket PER MEMBER upon joining or renewing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pay only $7 for regular tickets ($5 savings)
Pay only $6 for Mon-Fri matinees ($6 savings) – Matinee Pricing is for members only!
Member discounts on special events and workshops
Special members-only sneak peeks of new films before they officially open on LI!
Members-first ticket buying periods for select events!
Cinema Monthly Program Guide mailed to your home
Discounts at selected restaurants & retailers with membership card
Receive member benefits at OTHER selected Art House Cinemas when you travel!
Member Appreciation Mondays – one free small coffee, tea or fountain soda with member ticketl!

Young Film Fan Membership: $35 (25 or younger or full-time student, with valid ID)
•
•
•
•

Same benefits as above PLUS…
Special invitation via email to free screening once per month!
Bring a friend for free to select screenings, by invitation
Deeper discounts for select educational programs and workshops

Sponsor Membership: $250 full price, or 12 monthly payments of $20.83
•
•
•
•
•
•

Same benefits as DUAL Membership PLUS…
Ability to purchase advance tickets by phone
Exclusive first-opportunity buying periods for select events; get tickets before they go on sale to general membership, or public
Exclusive receptions at select events
Name listed in Cinema Lobby
Insider’s Newsletter from the CAC Programming DirectorsInsider's Newsletter from the CAC Programming Directors

Patron Membership: $525; Director's Circle Membership: $1,000; Cinema Friend: $2,500
See CinemaArtsCentre.org for benefits at these levels, such as exclusive invitations, free admission and free popcorn!
(Restrictions apply, see website for details.)
The Cinema Arts Centre maintains a No Refunds policy on any and all purchases.

Name/s:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________ City____________________________ State____ ZIP___________
Email Address:____________________________ Phone #: ____________________
q Individual $60
q Dual $110
q Senior $45
q Senior Dual $90
q Young Film Fan $35
q Military/Veterans Individual $45
q Military/Veterans Dual $90
Sponsor Membership in full q $250 full price, OR 1st of 12 monthly payments q $20.83
Patron Membership in full q $525, OR 1st of 12 monthly payments q $43.73
Directors's Circle Membership in full q $1,000, OR 1st of 12 monthly payments q $80.33
Cinema Friend in full q $2,500, OR 1st of 12 monthly payments q $208.33
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _________________ q Check/Money Order; q Visa; q MC; q Discover
Credit Card #:_____________________________________ Exp: _____/____ CVC: ____
Signature: ________________________________________________________________
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FOLIO

Editors' Note
Although people often focus on the
visual part of the movies, any true
movie buff knows that the sonic side
of the medium is an equally essential
component of the cinematic experience.
Few filmmakers have made more
effective use of the power of sound than
David Lynch, whose dense, evocative
soundscapes powerfully evoke his alternately nightmarish and
idyllic universe. On December 18, we are fortunate to have one
of his longtime key collaborators, Twin Peaks Sound Supervisor
Dean Hurley, here to present an ear-opening lecture, The
Sound of Fear, exploring “the spiritual power of sound both
onscreen and beyond.”
On the more traditional side of the sound spectrum, we are
honored to have UK reggae legend Brinsley Forde, M.B.E.
(that’s “Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire” for us yanks) in person on November 10 with the
recently restored reggae movie Babylon.

The holidays at the cinema begin
with a snowy dream called Ága (p12),
shot in wide, wide cinemascope. Ága
brings to mind the ethnographic
documentary, Nanook of the North, but
this quiet film follows a Yakut man, also
named Nanook, on his quest to find his
daughter, Ága across a disappearing
icy landscape. Venture to end-ofthe-earth Siberia, in Bulgaria’s submission for this year’s
Academy Awards.
November is also Indigenous Heritage Month, and we
feature a collection of shorts selected by the Sundance Film
Festival (p11). This colorful assortment ranges from Sami
land in Finland to throat singing in Kangirsuk. We are also
joined again by Kiowan Sundance Fellow, Jeffrey Palmer for
a skype Q&A.
– Cat Kim

–Dylan Skolnick

Have the Weekly Film Schedule emailed to you.
Please send your name & email address to
info@cinemaartscentre.org
Website: CinemaArtsCentre.org
631-423-FILM(3456) ext. 0
Travel and General Information Lines:
631-423-7610 (M–F 10am–11pm, Sat-Sun 2–11pm)
ext. 0 for Box Office/General Info
ext. 1 for Film Schedule
Fax: 631-423-5411
No Refunds for Advance Tickets
MEMBERS MUST SHOW THEIR CARD
FOR MEMBER’S PRICES
We aim to be quick and efficient. Checking member
status at the box office is time consuming.
Replace lost card: $3.00.

No outside food or drinks allowed
Sky Room is closed at 5 pm on dates where Sky
Room Talk is scheduled
Service dogs permitted only with official documentation

PUSHOVER on 35mm, p17, (Film Noir)
Since 1973
Folio No. 555

ADMISSION

Public (All Times). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.00
Members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
Mon–Fri before 5pm (members only). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00
Seniors(65)/Students(ID) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00
Children under 12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00

CAC is partially funded by the Suffolk County Office of Cultural Affairs and New York State Council on the Arts. CAC is a member of the Huntington Arts Council.
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Special Events Calendar

Ága (Cinema Showcase)

Shakira

Danny Fingeroth with Stan
Lee Book Cannibals

Duet for Cannibals

NOVEMBER
Friday, 11/1, 10 pm
Blade Runner (Night Owl)

p.10

11/2, 3, 9, 10, 17, 11 am (see p.12 for details)
Introduction to Personal Storytelling (Reel Knowledge)

p.12

11/2, 11/9, 11/16, 11/23 , 12/14, 12/21 & 12/28		
Cult Cafe (see p.21 for details)
p.21
Monday, 11/4, 7:30 pm
Ága (Cinema Showcase)

p.12

Monday, 11/4, 8 pm
Movie Trivia Night

p.10

Wednesday, 11/6, 7:30 pm
Impresarios and Visionaries

p.10

Thursday, 11/7, 7 pm
Hansard (National Theatre Live)

p.12

Sunday, 11/10, 7 pm
Babylon

p.14

Monday, 11/11 at 12 noon
Free Children's Shorts for Veterans Day (Gold Coast Film Festival) p.11
Monday, 11/11, 7:30 pm
Sundance Indigenous Shorts

p.13

Tuesday, 11/12, 7:30 pm
Everybody's Everything

p.13

Tuesday, 11/12, 7:30 pm
Beverly of Graustark (Anything But SIlent)

p.13

Wednesday, 11/13, 7:30 pm
Shakira

p.13

Thursday, 11/14, 7:30 pm
Becoming Nobody: A Film About Ram Dass (Spirituality)

p.14

Monday, 11/18, 7:30 pm
Samuel Fuller: The King of Pulp Film-making Fuller (Sky Room Talk) p.14

Friday, 11/29, 7 pm - 1 am
Great All-Nighter

p.20

DECEMBER
Sunday, 12/1 , 12 noon
Present Laughter (National Theatre Live)

p.17

Monday, 12/2, 8 pm
Movie Trivia Night

p.10

Wednesay, 12/4, 7:30 pm
The Winter's Tale (National Theatre Live)

p.17

Wednesday, 12/4, 7:30 pm
Open Mic: Holiday Edition

p.11

Thursday, 12/5, 7:30 pm
Monos (Cinema Showcase)

p.12

Friday, 12/6, 10 pm
Die Hard (Night Owl)

p.20

Saturday, 12/7, 10 pm
Black Christmas/Silent Night, Deadly Night (Retro Picture Show) p.20
Monday, 12/9, 7:30 pm
Pushover on 35mm (Film Noir)

p.17

Wednesday, 12/11, 7:30 pm
Les Deux Timides (Anything But Silent)

p.13

Thursday, 12/12, 7:30 pm
Adam (Out at the Movies)

p.18

Saturday, 12/14, 11 am
Home Alone (Cinema For Kids)

p.11

Sunday, 12/15, 8 pm
Tis The Season: True Holiday Stories (Now You're Talking)

p.20

Monday, 12/16, 7:30 pm
A Rod Serling Christmas (Sky Room Talk)

p.18

p.18

Wednesday, 11/20, 7:30 pm
Stan Lee's A Marvelous Life with Danny Danny Fingeroth

p.15

Thursday, 11/21, 7:30 pm
Depeche Mode: Spirits in the Forest

p.15

Thursday, 11/21, 8:30 pm, Open Mic 7:30 pm
Lisa Bastoni and DB Rielly (Hard Luck Cafe)

Wednesday, 12/18, 7:30 pm
The Frequency of Fear:The Power and the Glory of
the Motion Picture Soundtrackr (Sky Room Talk)

p.19

Friday, 11/22, 9:30 pm
Langston Kerman (Comedy in the Cafe!)

Thursday,12/19, 8:30 pm, Open Mic 7:30 pm
Annie Mark, James O'Malley and Andrea Randa (Hard Luck Cafe) p.19

p.16

Sunday, 11/24, Bagels at 10 am, Film at 11 am
Edie (Sunday Schmooze)

Sunday, 12/22, Bagels at 10 am, Film at 11 am
Give Me Liberty (Sunday Schmooze)

p.23

p.14

Monday, 11/25, 11 am
Role Reversal (Making Memories at the Movies)

p.16

Monday, 12/23, 11 am
Celebrate the Holidays with Steve Cassano
(Making Memories With Music)

p.16

Monday, 11/25, 7:30 pm
Duet For Cannibals (Duett för kannibaler)

p.15

Friday, 12/27, 9:30 pm
Myq Kaplan (Comedy in the Cafe!)

p.16

Tuesday, 11/26, 7:30 pm
Leonard Cohen Live in Europe 1985 (Music Legends Live)

p.17

Tuesday, 12/31
New Years Eve Party (New Years Eve Fundraiser)

p.23
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Preview Club

As a member of the Cinema Arts Preview Club, you will attend special advance screenings of major new films
prior to their New York release. Programmed by David Schwartz, Chief Curator of Museum of the Moving
Image, the club features outstanding films from the festival circuit, always accompanied by discussions with
guest speakers. Members will fill out comment cards at each film, and the results and choice opinions will be
read at the next film. The Cinema Arts Preview Club promises many unforgettable evenings this season.

Fall Season

7pm: 11/5 | 11/19 | 12/3 | 12/17
Pro-rated for 4 shows: Members $60 | Public $72
Tickets at our box office & cinemaartscentre.org/preview
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THE AERONAUTS
Academy Award Winner Eddie Redmayne and Felicity Jones
reunite in a thrilling journey to the very edge of existence. Set
in 1862, The Aeronauts follows wealthy young widow Amelia
Wren and headstrong scientist James Glaisher, as they mount
a balloon expedition to fly higher than anyone in history. (USA/
UK, 2019, 100 Mins, PG-13, English | Dir. Tom Harper)

AMERICAN DHARMA
With this interview-style documentary Academy Award winning
filmmaker Errol Morris paints a portrait of alt-right figurehead
and political strategist, Steve Bannon (former Executive Director
of Breitbart News and advisor to Donald Trump) – examining
the controversial tactics and associations he employed in the
realm of politics in the past, and his present day opinions on the
American economy. (USA/ UK, 2019, 95 Mins., English | Dir.
Errol Morris)

BY THE GRACE OF GOD (GRÂCE À DIEU)
Master filmmaker Francois Ozon weaves a quietly moving drama
about three victims of a catholic priest, now adults, who band
together to “lift the burden of silence” surrounding their ordeal.
(France/Belgium, 2019, 137 Mins., NR, French | Dir. François
Ozon)
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CLEMENCY
Years of carrying out death row executions have taken a toll
on prison warden Bernadine Williams (Alfre Woodard). As she
prepares to execute another inmate, Bernadine must confront the
psychological and emotional demons her job creates, ultimately
connecting her to the man she is sanctioned to kill. (USA, 2019,
113 Mins., English | Dir. Chinonye Chukwu)

CYRANO, MY LOVE
December 1897, Paris. Edmond Rostand is not yet thirty but
already has two children and too much anxiety. He has not
written anything for two years. In desperation, he offers the great
Constant Coquelin a new play, a heroic comedy, in verse, for the
holidays. There’s one problem: it is not written yet. Ignoring the
whims of actresses, the demands of his producers, the jealousy
of his wife, the stories of his best friend’s heart and the lack of
enthusiasm of all those around him, Edmond must focus and
put to pen to paper. For now, he has only the title: “Cyrano de
Bergerac”. (2019, 110 Mins., NR | Dir. Alexis Michalik)

DARK WATERS
Inspired by a shocking true story, a tenacious corporate defense
attorney (Mark Ruffalo) uncovers a dark secret that connects a
growing number of unexplained deaths to one of the world's
largest corporations. In the process, he risks everything – his
future, his family, and his own life - to expose the truth. (USA,
2019, PG-13, English | Dir. Todd Haynes)

FRANKIE
Frankie (Isabelle Huppert), a famous actress, has summoned
a league of loved ones to join her for a holiday in Sintra,
Portugal, renowned for its sprawling gardens, handsome villas,
and healing waters. Over the course of one crisp October day,
the fairy tale setting brings about everyone's most romantic
impulses, revealing both cracks between them, as well as an
unexpected depth of feeling. From one morning to late afternoon, each of the nine members of the extended clan will be
transformed by both the dramas of the family, and the magic
and beauty of this mythical place. (France & Portugal, 2019, 98
Mins., English, French, Portuguese | Dir. Ira Sachs)

A HIDDEN LIFE
Palme d’Or winner Terrence Malick’s newest work, the
ambitious and visually absorbing, A Hidden Life, tells the story
of Franz Jägerstätter, a conscientious objector who refused to
fight for the Nazis in World War II. (USA/ Germany, 2019, 173
Mins, PG-13, German & English | Dir. Terrence Malick)

HONEY BOY

HALA
Hala, a Muslim American teenager struggles to reconcile her
desire for self-discovery and sexual exploration with the obligations of her traditional family. Expanded from Minhal Baig’s 2016
short film of the same name, Hala brings a vital and layered
female perspective to the coming-of-age genre. (USA, 2019, 94
Mins, R, English | Dir. Minhal Baig)

This stunning collaboration between screenwriter/star Shia
LaBeouf and director Alma Har'el paints a painful yet inspired
portrait of growing up. Honey Boy follows two threads of time,
watching a father and son's contentious relationship and their
attempts to mend it across the course of a decade. Featuring
stand-out performances from LaBeouf, Lucas Hedges, and Noah
Jupe. (USA, 2019, 93 Mins., R, English | Dir. Alma Har’el)

THE IRISHMAN

HARRIET
Based on the thrilling and inspirational life of an iconic American
freedom fighter, HARRIET tells the extraordinary tale of Harriet
Tubman's escape from slavery and transformation into one of
America’s greatest heroes. Her courage, ingenuity, and tenacity
freed hundreds of slaves and changed the course of history
(USA, 2019, 125 Mins, English | Dir. Kasi Lemmons)

Robert De Niro, Al Pacino and Joe Pesci star in Martin Scorsese’s The Irishman, an epic saga of organized crime in post-war
America told through the eyes of World War II veteran Frank
Sheeran, a hustler and hitman who worked alongside some
of the most notorious figures of the 20th century. Spanning
decades, the film chronicles one of the greatest unsolved mysteries in American history, the disappearance of legendary union
boss Jimmy Hoffa, and offers a monumental journey through
the hidden corridors of organized crime: its inner workings,
rivalries and connections to mainstream politics. (USA, 2019,
209 Mins, R, English | Dir. Martin Scorsese)
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JOJO RABBIT
Direc tor Taika Waititi’s (Thor : Ragnarok, Hunt For The
Wilderpeople) World War II satire follows a lonely German
boy, JoJo, whose world view is turned upside down when he
discovers his single mother (Scarlett Johansson) is hiding a
young Jewish girl (Thomasin McKenzie) in the attic. Aided
by his idiotic imaginary friend, Adolf Hitler (Taika Waititi),
Jojo must confront his blind nationalism. (USA/ Germany,
2019, 108 Mins., PG-13, English | Dir. Taika Waititi)

THE KINGMAKER
Lauren Greenfield’s new documentary centers on the controversial career of Imelda Marcos, former first lady of the Philippines whose influence of husband Ferdinand's presidency
rocketed her to the global political stage. Imelda rewrites her
family's history of corruption with a narrative of a matriarch's
extravagant love of her country. In an age when fake news
manipulates elections, the Marcos’ return to power serves as a
dark fairy tale. (USA/ Denmark, 2019, 101 Mins, English | Dir.
Lauren Greenfield)

THE LIGHTHOUSE
From Robert Eggers, the visionary filmmaker behind modern
horror masterpiece The Witch, comes this hypnotic and hallucinatory tale of two lighthouse keepers on a remote and mysterious New England island in the 1890s. Their isolation soon leads to
conflict, sending them into an unnerving psychological nightmare.
(USA, 2019, 110 Mins., NR, English | Dir. Robert Eggers)
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LITTLE WOMEN
Writer-director Greta Gerwig (Lady Bird) draws on both the
classic novel and the writings of Louisa May Alcott to reimagine
the beloved story of the March sisters – four young women each
determined to live life on her own terms. Portraying Jo, Meg, Amy,
and Beth March, the film stars Saoirse Ronan, Emma Watson,
Florence Pugh, Eliza Scanlen, with Timothée Chalamet as their
neighbor Laurie, Laura Dern as Marmee, and Meryl Streep as
Aunt March. (USA, 2019, PG, English | Dir. Greta Gerwig)

MARRIAGE STORY
Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Noah Baumbach directs
this penetrating and compassionate look at a married couple, a
New York theater director and his principle actress, as they negotiate a cross-country divorce that pushes them to their personal and
creative extremes. Powerfully acted by Academy Award Nominee
Adam Driver and Tony Award Winner Scarlett Johansson, Marriage
Story, stands as one of writer-director Noah Baumach’s best films to
date. (USA, 2019, 136 Mins., R, English | Dir. Noah Baumbach)

MOTHERLESS BROOKLYN
In 1950s New York, Lionel Essrog (Edward Norton), a lonely private
detective with Tourette Syndrome, ventures to solve the murder
of his mentor and only friend, Frank Minna (Bruce Willis). Armed
only with a few clues and the engine of his obsessive mind, Lionel
unravels closely-guarded secrets that hold the fate of the whole
city in the balance. Norton also writes, directors, and produces this
bold adaption of Jonathan Lethem’s best-selling novel Motherless
Brooklyn (USA, 2019, 144 Mins., R, English | Dir. Edward Norton)

PAIN AND GLORY (DOLOR Y GLORIA)
Starring Antonio Banderas in a Cannes Film Festival Best Actor
winning role, Pain & Glory finds Academy Award winning Director
Pedro Almodovar drawing on his own life to tell the story of an
aging director, rediscovering the formative experiences of his life.
(Spain, 2019, 113 Mins, R, Spanish | Dir. Pedro Almodóvar)

THE TWO POPES

SYNONYMS
Desperate to erase his origins, Yoav, a young Israeli, sees becoming
French as his only hope for salvation. Based on the real life experiences of writer-director Nadav Lapid's (The Kindergarten Teacher,
Policeman), Yoav's attempts to find himself awaken past demons
and open up an existential abyss in this tragicomic puzzle that
wisely knows how to keep its secrets. (France, Israel, Germany,
2019, 123 Mins., French, Hebrew, English | Dir. Nadav Lapid)

Directed by Brazil's Oscar-nominated Fernando Meirelles (City
of God) and starring Sir Anthony Hopkins and Jonathan Pryce,
The Two Popes recounts one of the most important moments
in the transition of the Catholic Church. Frustrated with Pope
Benedict’s conservatism, Cardinal Bergoglio requests permission to retire. Instead, facing scandal and self-doubt, the introspective Pope Benedict summons his harshest critic and future
successor to Rome to engage in a debate that will reveal much
about their respective pasts and divergent visions for the future.
(UK, Italy, Argentina, USA, 2019, 125 Mins., PG-13, Eng., Latin,
Span., Italian, Fren., Port., Ger. | Dir. Fernando Meirelles)

UNCUT GEMS

THE REPORT

WAVES

The Report draws on a dark chapter in American history to offer a sober,
gripping account of one public servant's crusade for accountability.
Daniel J. Jones, played by Emmy Award Winner Adam Driver, is tasked
with leading an investigation of the CIA’s Detention and Interrogation
Program created in the aftermath of 9/11, uncovering the lengths to
which the nation's top intelligence agency went to destroy evidence,
subvert the law, and hide a shocking secret from the American
public. (USA, 2019, 119 Mins., R, English | Dir. Scott Z. Burns)

From acclaimed filmmakers Josh and Benny Safdie comes
an electrifying crime thriller about Howard Ratner (Adam
Sandler), a charismatic New York City jeweler always on the
lookout for the next big score. When he makes a series of
high-stakes bets that could lead to the windfall of a lifetime,
Howard must perform a precarious high-wire act, balancing
business, family, and encroaching adversaries on all sides, in
his relentless pursuit of the ultimate win. (USA, 2019, 135
Mins, R, English | Dir. Josh & Benny Safdie)

Featuring an ensemble of award-winning actors and breakouts alike, Waves traces the epic emotional journey of a
suburban Floridian African-American family as they navigate
love, forgiveness and coming together in the aftermath of a
loss. From acclaimed director Trey Edward Shults, Waves is a
heartrending story about the universal capacity for compassion and growth even in the darkest of times. (USA, 2019, 135
Mins, R, English | Dir. Trey Edward Shults)
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World Premiere and Cinema fundraiser

IMPRESARIOS AND VISIONARIES
Wednesday, 11/6 at 7:30 PM
Members $15 | Public $20 | Includes Q&A and reception

An illuminating and moving new documentary explores the positive influence of the arts in our community by focusing
on the unique contributions of Vic Skolnick, Cinema Arts Centre co-founder, and Michael Rothbard, co-founder of
Inter-Media Arts Center. These two men were pioneers in bringing a wide range of cultural experiences that city dwellers
take for granted to suburban audiences. Their passions forever altered and improved our cultural landscape, and created
communities that transformed people's lives.
Local Emmy nominated filmmaker Steven Taub directs a touching documentary that features lively interviews with
IMAC Co-Founder Kathie Bodily, CAC Co-Founder Charlotte Sky, filmmaker/actor Ed Burns, musician David Bromberg,
social activist/poet Sandy Chapin, NPR radio station’s WFUV John Platt and many others. A stirring musical soundtrack
by stellar and accomplished local musicians accompanies the film’s compelling storytelling and recollections.

Join us for the world premiere of a new documentary that celebrates the apex of
Huntington's art scene by paying homage to two local visionaries, Vic Skolnick and
Michael Rothbard, and their two beloved arts organizations where presenters, patrons,
and performers came together.

NIGHT OWL CINEMA
BLADE RUNNER (1982)

Friday, November 1 at 10 pm | Members $7 | Public $12

Monday, 11/4 and 12/2, 8 pm
Sky Room Cafe
Member $5 | Public $8 | 6 or less to a team
Cash Prize!

In a signature role as 21st-century detective Rick Deckard,
Harrison Ford brings his tough-yet-vulnerable presence to
this stylish noir thriller. In a future of high-tech possibility
soured by urban and social decay, Deckard hunts for fugitive,
murderous replicants—and is drawn to a mystery woman
whose secrets may undermine his soul. (USA, 1982, 117
Mins., R, English | Dir. Ridley Scott)

All those moments will be lost in time
… like tears in rain … Time to die.
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Do you know a lot about movies?
Now you can prove it!
Hosted by Daniel French

GOLD COAST FILM FESTIVAL

INDIGENOUS HERITAGE MONTH

INDIGENOUS
SHORTS

FREE FAMILY SHORTS
Monday, November 11 at 12 pm
Free with online registration at bit.ly/gciff19family

A fantastic program of short films - perfect for the whole
family! Feature 15 lovely shorts from Germany, France,
Switzerland, Poland, Australia, Canada, and the US. 90 min

CINEMA FOR KIDS

Free
for youn
g
film fans
members
!

Monday, November 11 at 7:30 pm
Members $12 | Public $17
Post-Film Skype discussion with Sundance Fellow and
Kiowa filmmaker Jeffrey Palmer
A new collaboration between Art House Convergence and
Sundance Institute’s Indigenous Program, was announced
by Sundance Institute’s Indigenous Program Director N.
Bird Runningwater (Cheyenne/Mescalero Apache) at the
Toronto International Film Festival. The collaboration will
bring six Indigenous short films from Sundance Institute
Fellows to select art house theaters in North America during
November’s annual celebration of National Native American
and Alaska Native Heritage Month. Shorts include Birds in the
Earth, Fainting Spells, Jaaji, My Father's Tools, Throat Singing in
Kangirsuk, and Shinaab, Part II, Approx., 60 min

OPEN MIC:
Holiday Edition

Win a free membership!
FREE | Wednesday, December 4
7:30 pm – Youth portion
8:00 pm – Open Mic

HOME ALONEE
Saturday, 12/14 at 11 am
Free for Kids under 12!

Revisit the holiday hijinks and hilarity with the original
blockbuster hit comedy starring Joe Pesci, Daniel
Stern, and Macaulay Culkin as Kevin McCallister - an
adorable eight year-old determined to defend his house
against burglars using an outrageous array of ingenious
booby traps. (USA, 1990, 103min., PG, English | Dir.
Chris Columbus)

RSVP at:
http://bit.ly/CACOPENMIC
Artist Registry:
http://bit.ly/OMNreg
Cinema Arts Centre
423 Park Avenue
Huntington, NY 11743
(631)-423-7610 | alt: (516)-757-2700
Info@CinemaArtsCentre.org
coPresented by Premiere Productions &
Huntington Tri Community and Youth Agency
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REEL KNOWLEDGE

This project is
supported in part by

INTRODUCTION TO
PERSONAL STORYTELLING
Taught by Tracey Segarra

11/2 and 11/3: 11 am - 1 pm
11/9 and 11/10: 11 am - 1 pm
11/ 17: Class performance 11 am - 1 pm
$75
In this intensive, two weekend-long beginner’s
workshop, participants will fully engage with the
instructor and each other to uncover a compelling story
from their lives, and learn how to build that story into
a powerful narrative that grab listeners’ attention and
engagement. Participants will learn the basic building
blocks of dynamic storytelling, the common themes
that make audiences care and then use that knowledge
to craft a persuasive and engaging story that they
can use to share with family, friends and others. The
workshop will run for two hours Saturday and
Sunday for two consecutive weekends and will then
culminate in a live performance where family and
friends are invited to attend.

CINEMA SHOWCASE hosted by Cat Kim

The best of British Theatre Broadcast Live to
Cinemas Worldwide

HANSARD
Thursday, 11/7 at 7 pm

Members $20 | Public $25

See two-time Olivier Award winners, Lindsay Duncan
(Birdman, About Time) and Alex Jennings (The Lady in the
Van, The Queen), in this brand-new play by Simon Wood.
It's a summer's morning in 1988 and Tory politician Robin
Hesketh has returned home to the idyllic Cotswold house
he shares with his wife of 30 years, Diana. But Diana has
a stinking hangover, a fox is destroying the garden, and
secrets are being dug up all over the place. As the day draws
on, what starts as gentle ribbing and the familiar rhythms
of marital scrapping quickly turns to blood-sport. (Running
Time: 1 hour 40 mins, no interval)

CINEMA SHOWCASE hosted by Fred Craden

MONOS

ÁGA
Monday, 11/4 at 7:30 pm
Members $7 | Public $12
Shot in wide, wide, cinemascope, Ága is an ice pop for
the eyes. In a yurt on the snow-covered fields of the
North, Nanook and Sedna live following the traditions
of their ancestors. Alone in the wilderness, they look like
the last people on Earth - and to their daughter Ága,
who has left the icy tundra a long time ago due to a
family feud. When Sedna's health deteriorates, Nanook
decides to fulfill her wish. He embarks on a long journey
in order to find Ága. (Bulgaria/Germany/France, 2018,
96 min., In Saka (aka Yakut) with English subtitles, |
Dir. Milko Lazarov)
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Free
for youn
g
film fans
members
!

Thursday, 12/5 at 7:30 pm
Members $7 | Public $12
The Argentinian submission for the Academy Awards,
Monos reminds us of Lord of the Flies, and captivates us
with its striking baroque aesthetic, otherworldly setting,
and ingenious reframing of the war film—one that uses
adolescence to insinuate a youthful but elusive dream of
peace. A ragtag band of child soldiers occupy a derelict
ruin atop a remote mountain where they watch over a
“conscripted” milk cow and a kidnapped American engineer,
Doctora (Julianne Nicholson). But after an attack forces
them to abandon their base, playtime is over for the motley
young crew. (Columbia, Argentina, Netherlands, German,
Sweden, Uruguay, 2019, 102 Mins, R, English & Spanish |
Dir. Alejandro Landes)

Tuesday, November 12 at 7:30 pm
Members $12 | Public $17
With Liza Womack, mother of Lil Peep
Creating a unique mix of punk, emo and trap, Lil Peep was
set to bring a new musical genre to the mainstream when he
died of a drug overdose at just 21 years old. From the streets of
Los Angeles to studios in London and sold out tours in Russia,
the artist born Gustav Ahr touched countless lives through
his words, his sound and his very being. Executive produced
by Terrence Malick, Everybody's Everything is an intimate,
humanistic portrait that seeks to understand an artist who
attempted to be all things to all people. (USA, 2019, 116
min., NR, English | Dir. Sebastian Jones & Ramez Silyan)

Anything But Silent

Live Organ Accompaniment by Ben Model

BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK
on 35mm
Tuesday, 11/12 at 7:30 pm | Members $11 | Public $16
Early Hollywood Superstar Marion Davies stars in this
lavish romantic comedy as Beverly, an American college
girl, who gets talked into masquerading as her cousin Oscar
(Creighton Hale) the Prince of Graustark, a small European
monarchy. Complications arise when she falls for her
bodyguard (Antonio Moreno), a shepherd who rescues the
"prince" from an ambush. Projected from an extraordinarily
well-preserved 35mm print from the Library of Congress.
(USA, 1926, 70 Mins, Silent with English Intertitles | Dir.
Sidney Franklin)

SHAKIRA:
EL DORADO
WORLD TOUR
Wednesday, November 13 at 7:30 pm
Members $12 | Public $17
Shakira is a global superstar who, by the age of 18, had taken
Latin America by storm, before conquering international
markets at 24 with her crossover hit “Whenever Wherever”.
Since then, she has continued to break barriers and records
around the world with her unique blend of Latin sounds,
rock and roll, and world music. Shakira In Concert: El
Dorado World Tour relives the larger-than-life show on the
big screen and, through documentary footage and Shakira’s
own words, highlights what it took to bring the careerhighlight show to 22 countries and nearly a million fans.
130 Mins.

Anything But Silent

Live Organ Accompaniment by Ben Model

LES DEUX TIMIDES on
35mm

Wednesday, 12/11 at 7:30 pm | Members $11 | Public $16
René Clair’s last feature-length silent, Les Deux Timides
follows a bumbling young lawyer (Pierre Batcheff in a
wonderful Keatonesque performance by) who is defending
a client accused of beating his wife. As he describes his
version of what happened, it plays out on the screen in all
its ridiculous, convoluted glory, with escalating hilarity. And
the hilarity continues when after losing the case, the lawyer
and his brutish client implausibly become rivals for the
hand of a shy young lady. (France, 1928, 87 Mins, Silent,
French intertitles with live English translation, 35mm |
Dir. René Clair)
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SUNDAY SCHMOOZE hosted by Fred Craden

EDIE

BABYLON

Sunday, 11/24 , Bagels: 10 am, Film: 11 am
Members $12 | Public $17
Edie (Sheila Hancock) has spent 40 years trapped in a colourless
life in England, tending to her controlling husband (Donald
Pelmear) after his stroke. When he passes away and her daughter
(Wendy Morgan) tries to send her to a care home, she packs
an old camping bag, leaves her life behind and embarks on an
adventure she never got to have - climbing the imposing Mount
Suilven in Scotland. Joined by Johnny (Kevin Guthrie), a reluctant
local guide, Edie travels to the beautiful village of Lochinver in the
Scottish Highlands. Despite the misgivings of Johnny’s girlfriend
(Amy Manson) and flatmate (Paul Brannigan), Edie and Johnny
form an unlikely friendship. The journey to the summit will be
long and difficult, but Edie is determined to prove to herself
and everyone else that it’s never too late. (UK, 2018, 102 Mins,
English | Dir. Simon Hunter)

SPIRITUALITY

hosted by Fred Craden

BECOMING NOBODY
a Film About Ram Dass

Thursday, 11/14 at 7:30 pm | Members $12 | Public $17
with Skype Q&A with Director Jamie Catto
Becoming Nobody represents the core arc of Ram Dass'
teachings and life: whether as Dr. Richard Alpert, eminent
Harvard psychologist, or as Ram Dass who serves as a bridge
between Eastern and Western philosophies, he has defined a
generation of inner explorers and seekers of truth and wisdom.
Through his turns as scion of an eminent Jewish family from
Boston, counter-culture rascally adventurer, Eastern holy
man, stroke survivor and compassionate caregiver, Ram Dass
has worn many hats on his journey, the narrative of which is
revealed in this film. His ability to entertain and his sense of
humor are abundantly evident in a conversation that brings
us around to address the vast question of ultimate freedom.
(2019, USA, NR, 81 min., English, Dir. Jamie Catto)
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Sunday, 11/10 at 7 pm | Members $12 | Public $17
Q&A with actor Brinsley Forde MBE, frontman of reggae
group Aswad
Babylon premiered at Cannes in 1980 but went unreleased
in the US for "being too controversial, and likely to incite
racial tension" (Vivien Goldman, Time Out). It follows a
young dancehall DJ (Brinsley Forde) in South London as he
pursues his musical ambitions, battling against the racism
and xenophobia of employers (Mel Smith), police, and the
National Front. Its soundtrack features Aswad, Johnny Clarke,
Dennis Bovell, and more. (UK/Italy, 1980, 95 min., English,
| Dir. Franco Rosso)
Reggae royalty Brinsley Forde MBE (Member of the
Most Excellent Order of the British Empire) is front man of
legendary British reggae group, Aswad. A two-time Grammy
Award nominee, he has also appeared in the James Bond
film Diamonds are Forever.

SKY ROOM TALK hosted by Glenn Andreiev

SAMUEL FULLER

The King of Pulp Film-making

Monday, 11/18 at 7:30 pm
$12 Members | $17 Public
According to Martin Scorsese, Samuel Fuller's films have "...
pure, raw emotion, unlike anything else in movies, created
by a unique artist." Fuller was an ace reporter in his early
twenties, then as a soldier in World War II who took part in
D-Day and concentration camp liberation. He would return as
a successful, iconoclastic Hollywood director. Film historian
Glenn Andreiev presents a one-night class on this maverick
filmmaker whose work sharply influenced Steven Spielberg
and Quentin Tarantino. Samuel Fuller excelled in multiple
genres- noir thrillers, war dramas, westerns, and he also made
the most unforgettable girl-adopts-dog movie. A Sky Room
Talk for movie lovers!

50TH ANNIVERSARY RESTORATION
OF SUSAN SONTAG'S

DUET FOR
CANNIBALS

DEPECHE MODE

(Duett för kannibaler)
Monday, 11/25 at 7:30 pm
$12 Members | $17 Public
With post-film discussion led by TBA

Spirits in the Forest
Thursday, 11/21 at 7:30 pm
$12 Members | $17 Public

Across 2017-18 Depeche Mode embarked on their Global
Spirit Tour in which they performed to more than 3 million
fans at 115 shows across the globe. This new visually-striking
film, directed by award-winning filmmaker and longtime
artistic collaborator Anton Corbijn, captures the energy and
spectacle of the band’s performance from the tour along
with a deeper look into how their music and shows have
been woven into the fabric of their fans’ lives. Artfully shot
and expertly edited Depeche Mode: SPIRITS in the Forest goes
beyond the typical concert film, weaving together exhilarating
musical performances, filmed at the final shows of the Global
Spirit Tour in Berlin’s famed Waldbühne (“Forest Stage”), with
intimate documentary footage filmed in fans’ hometowns
across the globe.

One of only a handful of films directed by legendary author
and philosopher Susan Sontag, Duet for Cannibals is a
dryly funny definition-defying psychological serio-comedy
concerning the quadrangular relationship formed between
two couples, one older and jaded, and the other younger
and idealistic. What follows is a psychosexual and emotional
entanglement, an intellectual and erotic chess match, and a
generation gap battle of wills, staged by Sontag with a hard,
austere compositional rigor that has reminded many of the
contemporary cinematic endeavors Jean-Luc Godard and
Alain Robbe-Grillet, while at the same time belonging to
no-one but Sontag, working through the preoccupations of
her writing on arts and aesthetics on the screen. (Sweden,
1969, 105 min., NR, Swedish with English subtitles| Dir.
Susan Sontag)

Wednesday, 11/20 at 7:30 pm | $25 Members | $30 Public
Includes a copy of A Marvelous Life: The Amazing Story of
Stan Lee with Danny Fingeroth and R. Sikoryak

November 12th marks the first
anniversary of Stan Lee’s death. With so much
to uncover from Lee’s life and career, the world has grown
more eager to understand his journey, especially now that he’s
gone. Through exclusive interviews with Lee himself, as well as his
colleagues, family and friends, andunique access to Lee’s personal
archives at the University of Wyoming, author Danny Fingeroth
uses never before seen material to illuminate the man
behind so much of the media that defines today’s
pop-culture.
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Stand-up Comedy in The CafE Stand-up Comedy in The CafE

LANGSTON
KERMAN
Friday, 11/ 22 at 9:30 pm
Members $13 | Public $17
Langston Kerman is a LA based comedian, writer and actor. He
stars alongside Lake Bell and Dax Shepard as‘Brandon’on the ABC
series Bless This Mess from Liz Meriwether. Langston’s Comedy
Central Half-Hour Special aired in September 2018 along with
the release of his debut comedy album “Lightskinned Feelings.”
Langston wrote for and plays ‘Adam Bethune’ on the Comedy
Central series South Side from Diallo and Bashir which was just
picked up for a 2nd season. He also has recurred as ‘Jared’ on
the HBO series Insecure from Issa Rae. Langston’s other credits
include Sherman’s Showcase (IFC), The New Negroes (Comedy
Central), High Maintenance (HBO), Adam DeVine’s House Party
(Comedy Central), and Strangers (Facebook Watch). Langston
was a part of Chris Rock's writing staff for the 2016 ACADEMY
AWARDS, and in 2015 he was honored as a ‘New Face’ at the Just
for Laughs Festival in Montreal.

MYQ KAPLAN
Friday, 12/27 at 9:30 pm
Members $13 | Public $17
In his newest hour of comedy, "imPERFECT," Myq (Mike) Kaplan
explores all the work that has gone into creating who he has come
to be, and all the work that still remains to be done. He offers
advice to his past self - and anyone else who wants it - on subjects
ranging from traditional marriage to polyamory childhood
to much-older still-happening childhood (aka “adulthood”),
reflecting on possible improvements as a man, a relationship
partner, a comedian, an Earthling. He has performed on the
Tonight Show, Conan, the Late Show with David Letterman, Late
Night with Seth Meyers, the Late Late Show with James Corden,
in his own half-hour Comedy Central Presents special, and in his
own one-hour special on Netflix and now Amazon, “Small, Dork,
and Handsome.” He has been a finalist on Last Comic Standing
and recently appeared on America’s Got Talent. His debut album
“Vegan Mind Meld” was one of iTunes’ top 10 comedy albums
of the year, and his most recent album “No Kidding” is one of the
top billion albums of eternity.

MAKING MEMORIES Special Event for people with dementia and their care partners
$5.00/person | popcorn and beverages served | Registration is required. RSVP: 631-423-7610 x0 (Cinema Box Office)
Seating is limited. Arrive Early for Parking. Facilitated by Marcy Rhodes. For more info visit: makingmemoriesthroughthearts.com

Monday, 11/25, 11 am • Making Memories at the Movies

ROLE REVERSAL

Men dressed like women …Women dressed
like men! Enjoy clips from classic films such as Victor/
Victoria, Yentl, Mrs. Doubtfire and Some Like it Hot!

At our Making Memories at the Movies events, individuals of all ages enjoy clips of classic films followed by
guided conversation and reminiscence. Recognizing that
movies have the power to spark memories and create
emotional connections, these events present an opportunity to engage in discussion while socializing with others.
Sponsored by:
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Monday, 12/23, 11 am • Making Memories With Music

CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAYS
WITH STEVE CASSANO

Native New Yorker Steve Cassano has been bringing
audiences to their feet for over 40 years. His repertoire
includes everything from the 40s to the 80s, as well as
classic rock and dance music. Steve’s charisma draws the
audience in as he invites them to sing and dance along.
Making Memories with Music events provide participants with
opportunities to sing, clap and laugh along with our specially
trained musicians. This stroll down Memory Lane will engage
everyone.
Sponsored by:

MUSIC LEGENDS LIVE with Bill Shelley

The best of British Theatre Broadcast Live to Cinemas Worldwide

LEONARD COHEN:
LIVE IN EUROPE
1985
Tuesday, 11/26 at 7:30 pm |
Members $12 | Public $17
Relive a rare concert performance with Leonard Cohen,
filmed during his “Various Positions tour” in 1985. The
song, “dance me to the end of time”, was a major hit
throughout Europe, and his fans lined up for days just to
get a ticket for his shows. At the time of this concert, certain
parts of Europe were still struggling under the communist
regime, and most American bands were denied access. But
Leonard Cohen had universal appeal, with song topics ranging
from religion, politics, and sex – sometimes all together- with
a good amount of angst. This concert is a landmark, as Cohen
only toured three times during the 1980’s and was rarely filmed.
The songs included are: Bird on a Wire, Story of Isaac, Suzanne,
Who By Fire, Chelsea Hotel #2, And Hallelujah, plus many more
classic hits. Presented by: Shelley Archives inc. 120 min.

FILM NOIR CLASSICS
Hosted by Foster Hirsch

PUSHOVER
on 35mm

Sunday, 12/1 at 12 noon
Members $20 | Public $25
Matthew Warchus directs Andrew Scott in Noël Coward's
provocative comedy Present Laughter. As he prepares to
embark on an overseas tour, star actor Garry Essendine's
colorful life is in danger of spiralling out of control. Engulfed
by an escalating identity crisis as his many and various
relationships compete for his attention, Garry's few remaining
days at home are a chaotic whirlwind of love, sex, panic and
soul-searching. Captured live from The Old Vic in London,
Present Laughter is a giddy and surprisingly modern reflection
on fame, desire and loneliness. 180 min.

The best of British Theatre Broadcast
Live to Cinemas Worldwide

Shakespeare's

THE WINTER'S TALE

Starring JUDI DENCH and KENNETH BRANAGH

Monday, 12/9 at 7:30 pm | Members $11 | Public $16
Reception with music by Moontide
In the wake of a bank heist, Paul Sheridan (Fred
MacMurray) is part of a team of cops assigned to recover
the stolen $200,000. They stake out the apartment of Lona
McLane (Kim Novak), the girlfriend of one of the robbers,
and before long Paul and Lona begin a steamy affair. Lona
persuades Paul to kill her boyfriend so that the two of them
can escape with the money, but, in order to pull it off, Paul
first has to trick his boss and fellow detectives. (USA, 1954,
88 min., NR, English| Dir. Richard Quine)

Wednesday, 12/4 at 7 pm
Members $12 | Public $17
Shakespeare’s timeless tragicomedy of obsession and
redemption is reimagined in a new production co-directed
by Rob Ashford and Kenneth Branagh, following
their triumphant staging of Macbeth in Manchester
and Manhattan. Judi Dench will play Paulina, Kenneth
Branagh will play Leontes. (UK, 2015, 180 min., PG-13)
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Out at the Movies

Co-Presented by L.I. Gay
& Lesbian Film Festival

ADAM
Thursday, 12/12 at 7:30 pm
Members $12 | Public $17 with fabulous holiday reception
Awkward, self-conscious Adam Freeman has just finished
his junior year of high school in 2006. When his cool older
sister Casey suggests he visit her in New York for the summer,
Adam has visions of meeting a girl and finally gaining some
actual life experience. The fantasy doesn't materialize exactly
as expected. Casey has enthusiastically embraced life amidst
Brooklyn's young LGBTQ community and invites Adam to tag
along with her to queer bars, marriage equality rallies and other
happenings. When Adam falls at first sight for Gillian, a smart,
beautiful young woman in this new crowd, she mistakenly
assumes he is trans. Flummoxed and enamored, he haplessly
goes along with her assumption, resulting in an increasingly
complex comedy - and tragedy - of errors he's ill-equipped to
navigate. (USA, 2019, 88 min., NR, English| Dir. Rhys Ernst)

SKY ROOM TALK with Philip Harwood

A ROD SERLING
CHRISTMAS
Monday, 12/16 at 7:30 pm
Members $12 | Public $17
As we close out the year celebrating the 60th anniversary
of The Twilight Zone, we turn to Serling and the merriest of
holidays: Christmas. Although he was Jewish, Serling enjoyed
“the wondrous magic of Christmas” (Arlen Schumer). In these
television broadcasts Serling tears away the tinsel and beauty
of Christmas, and goes deep into the inner soul of the human
spirit. In Night of The Meek, Art Carney (Ed Norton on The
Honeymooners) portrays a drunken and disgusted department
store Santa, who suddenly finds a ray of hope in a sea of despair,
one Christmas. He sets out to fulfill his one wish - to see the less
fortunate inherit the bounties of Christmas. Serling wrote A
Carol For Another Christmas as a plea for global cooperation,
developed to promote the United Nations, Directed by Joseph
L. Mankiewicz (his only TV film), it is a dark modernization of
Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol.

SKY ROOM TALK

THE FREQUENCY OF FEAR:
The Power and the Glory of
the Motion Picture Soundtrack

Wednesday, 12/18 at 7:30 pm | Members $12 | Public $17
Lecture by Dean Hurley, Twin Peaks Sound Supervisor & long time
David Lynch collaborator
Cinema has long tapped into the fundamental devices of fear in its employment of sound. Even before the advent of the loudspeaker
and synchronized motion picture sound, organs and pianos collided sonic energy against images in the physical spaces of film
exhibition parlors and nickelodeons. How we’ve arrived at organizing frequencies into a form of modern music is a mystery itself,
dating back 5,000 years and involving ‘sky god visitors’ who bestowed humanity its system of measurement. Understanding our
physiological experience of sound and its relation to our physical world can illuminate and unlock a deeper understanding of the
design of sound and music for the motion picture.
Journeying through concepts of cymatics, standing wave levitation, musical tunings, as well as film examples, demonstrations
and dissections of modern mix sessions, The Frequency of Fear guides its participants through an awakening in understanding the
spiritual power of sound both onscreen and beyond.
A longtime David Lynch collaborator, Dean Hurley operated and managed Lynch’s Asymmetrical Studio from 2005-2018 where
he worked closely with Lynch on the sound and music for his feature films, commercial work, music albums and most recently the
third season of Twin Peaks.
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an inspired collage of unique local art

A CREATIVE MARKET SPACE
WHERE LOCAL ARTISTS WILL
SELL THEIR WORK
recycled boho mixed-media • prints • pottery
hand carved wooden toys • paintings
illustrations • digital collage and designs
greeting cards and novelties • photography
jewelry • wood and resin-epoxy pieces
local floral arrangements and wreaths

cinema arts centre

DEC 7TH & 8TH • 12 TIL 5PM
ADMISSION IS FREE
Help us support Life Is Music Music Is Life. They'll be
collecting old instruments for local children in need.

For more info email
diane@dighoarts.com or
visit Instagram@dighoarts

With much gratitude to our sponsors
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THE
GREAT ALL_________
NIGHTER
_________
_________ partiv _________

black friday november 29th 7pm-1am
books

records

pins

ornaments

toys

antiques

patches

movies

candles

art

prints

cards

coffee

& more

support the community,
do your holiday shopping with
local artists and merchants!
go to www.thegreatallnighter.net for more info

NIGHT OWL CINEMA
DIE HARD

Friday, December 6 at 10 pm | Members $7 | Public $12

A Storytelling
Show for Adults

'TIS THE SEASON
TRUE HOLIDAY STORIES
Sunday, 12/15 at 8 pm | Members $20 | Public $25

New York City policeman John McClane (Bruce Willis)
is visiting his estranged wife (Bonnie Bedelia) and two
daughters on Christmas Eve. He joins her at a holiday party in
the headquarters of the Japanese-owned business she works
for. But the festivities are interrupted by a group of terrorists
who take over the exclusive high-rise, and everyone in it.
Very soon McClane realizes that there's no one to save the
hostages - but him. (USA, 1988, R, English, 132 min., Dir.
John McTiernan)
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A man receives an unexpected Christmas gift from
his brother, a mixed marriage comes to a head at
a holiday gathering, and all a young Jew wants
is something she’s not allowed to have. Join 6
storytellers as they share true holiday stories.

CULT CAFE

PRIZES! BEER!

FOOD! FOLKS!

FUN!

NOVEMBER & DECEMBER

KISS: GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH (ENCORE EDITION)

with UNMASKED ACOUSTIC performance

SALEM’S LOT

SATURDAY / NOV 2 / 9 PM
MEMBERS $10 / PUBLIC $15

SATURDAY / NOV 30 / 9 PM
MEMBERS $5 / PUBLIC $7

An acoustic performance by
Unmasked: The Kiss cover band
at 9PM followed by a screening of
the new ﬁlm about the rock group
Kiss, with director Andrew Sgambati in person.

USA | 2019 | 75 MIN. | NR | DIR. ANDREW SGAMBATI

Stephen King’s chilling tale of author
Ben Mears’ return to his hometown, but his stay in the quiet New
England town proves to be anything but relaxing after a series of disappearances lead to an
ancient vampire in their midst.

BACK TO THE FUTURE

1941 - 40th Anniversary

SATURDAY / NOV 9 / 10 PM
MEMBERS $5 / PUBLIC $7

an experiment goes awry.

Robert
piece,
McFly
thrown

Zemekis’ sci-ﬁ masterabout a teenager Marty
(Michael J. Fox) who is
back into the ‘50s when

USA | 1985 | 116 MIN. | PG | DIR. ROBERT ZEMEKIS

USA | 1979 | 184 MIN. | PG | DIR. TOBE HOOPER

SATURDAY / DEC 14 / 10 PM
MEMBERS $5 / PUBLIC $7
Steven Spielberg’s often overlooked
war comedy about Steven Spielberg’s often overlooked war comedy
about a panic in the Los Angeles area
after the December 1941 attack on
Pearl Harbor, featuring an ensemble cast of SNL legends.

USA / 1979 / 118 MIN. / PG / DIR. STEVEN SPIELBERG

MURDER IN THE FRONT ROW: THE SAN FRANCISCO MIXED NUTS
BAY AREA THRASH METAL STORY With ﬁlmmaker Adam Dubin
SATURDAY / NOV 16 / 10 PM
MEMBERS $7 / PUBLIC $12

Murder in the Front Row chronicles the ‘80s Bay Area thrash
scene with over ﬁfty interviews with
various metal stalwarts. Filmmaker
Adam Dubin will be joining us in person for a Q&A!

USA | 2019 | 92 MIN | NR | DIR. ADAM DUBIN

In this screwball Christmas comedy, the head of a suicide-prevention hotline (Steve Martin) receives
an eviction notice from his landlord
(Garry Shandling), which he hides from his staﬀ while attempting to
get a loan from his unhappy girlfriend.

USA / 1994 / 97 MIN. / PG-13 / DIR. NORA EPHRON

MIDNIGHT COWBOY - 50th Anniversary

BLOOD RAGE

hood.

SATURDAY / DEC 21 / 10 PM
MEMBERS $5 / PUBLIC $7

SATURDAY / NOV 23 / 10 PM
MEMBERS $5 / PUBLIC $7

SATURDAY / DEC 28 / 10 PM
MEMBERS $5 / PUBLIC $7

As a child, Todd is institutionalized
for a murder whilst his twin brother
Terry goes free. 10 years later, on
Thanksgiving, Todd escapes and a
killing spree begins in his neighbor-

The only X-rated movie to ever win
an Oscar for best picture, Midnight Cowboy depicts the unlikely
friendship between two hustlers:
naive Texan prostitute (Jon Voight)
and ailing con man (Dustin Hoffman).

USA | 1987 | 82 MIN | R | DIR. JOHN GRISSMER

USA | 1969 | 113 MIN | R | DIR. JOHN SCHLESINGER
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NIGHT OWL CINEMA

WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS
Friday, January 3 at 10 pm | Members $7 | Public $12

Jermaine Clement and Taika Waititi (Jojo Rabbit), creators
of Flight of the Conchords, star in and chronicle the adventures
of four vampire roommates trying to get by in a modern
world that's not always hospitable to the undead. Ranging
in age from 183 to 8,000, and in appearance from adorably
youthful to Nosferatu-crusty, they squabble over household
chores, keep up with the latest trends in technology and
fashion, antagonize the local werewolves, cruise clubs for
lovely ladies, and deal with the rigors of living on a very strict
diet. (USA, 2014, 86 min., English, | Dir. Jermaine Clement
& Taika Waaititi)

organic produce
Support Organic Farming
on Long Island
Join now! Winter Share starts in December!

• Pick-up at Cinema Arts Centre •
Green Thumb Farm
Halsey family farming on LI since the 1600s
Certiﬁed Organic USDA/NOFA
Vegetables • Herbs • Flowers • Fruit

Green Thumb CSA - Huntington

Email: gtCSAhuntington@gmail.com Call 631-421-4864

GreenThumbOrganicFarm.com

Screenwriters
Discussion Group
Networking • Information • Readings • Feedback
Next meetings:

Mondays, November 11, 25 & December 9, 23 7:30 pm

Cinema Arts Centre Sky Room

Free of charge • Open to all screenwriters
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See the Awards Show on the Big Screen with Your Cinema Friends and Family.
Help us raise critical funds to support our programs and operations.

Each ticket includes one entry into our famous Ballot Contest and a chance to participate in our Red Carpet Photo
Contest.
The evening includes an open wine bar, Taste of Long Island Dinner, and dessert from Herrell’s Ice Cream.
$75 Members | $100 Public

Tickets on sale for MEMBERS ONLY on December 1; remaining tickets (if any) will be available to the public on
January 1. The Cinema Arts Centre maintains a No Refunds policy.
Thanks to our generous sponsors.

Sponsorship Opportunities still available. Contact rene@cinemaartscentre.org.

SUNDAY SCHMOOZE hosted by Fred Craden

GIVE ME LIBERTY
Sunday, 12/22 , Bagels: 10 am, Film: 11 am
Members $12 | Public $17
Kirill Mikhanovsky’s hilarious, heartbreaking debut feature
draws from personal experience to create a raw, inventive “day
in the life” story about marginalized characters encountering
literal and figurative roadblocks. Vic, a hapless young Russian
American, drives a handicapped transport in Milwaukee,
where he shares an apartment with his grandfather. Already
late - on a day when street protests break out, Vic reluctantly
agrees to ferry his grandfather and a dozen elderly Russians
to a funeral, but they’re distressed when he stops first in a
predominantly African American neighborhood to pick up
Tracy, a black woman with ALS. On the verge of being fired,
Vic’s day goes from bad to worse. (USA, 2019, 110 Mins,
English & Russian | Dir. Kirill Mikhanovsky)

Celebrate

New Year’s Eve
at the Cinema

Tuesday, December 31st
Check online for more info!
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Cinema Founders' Society

The Cinema Founder’s Society recognizes members and donors whose lifetime giving exceeds $100,000 and/or whose generous history of
contributions to the Cinema Arts Centre have been transformative.
Emily T. Allen, Linda P. Allen & F. Towne Allen Charitable Gift Fund, Sol & Mimi Berg, Brad & Katherine Borax, Janice & Tom Nepsee,
New York State Council on the Arts, Ursula & Bill Niarakis-Marion O. & Maximilian E. Hoffman Foundation, Andrew & Julie Nittoli, Stuart & Ginger Polisner,
Barton & Jane Shallat, Suffolk County, Rochelle & Steve* Rubin - Alpern Family Foundation, Peter & Dori Tilles

Thanks to our Members & Donors

The Cinema Arts Centre is grateful for all of its members & donors. While lack of space precludes us from acknowledging everyone, we
recognize here all current members at the Director Level or above & those whose gifts totaled more than $1,000 since January 1, 2018.

Cinema Philanthropists and those with combined giving of $10,000 and above

Emily T. Allen, Linda P. Allen & F. Towne Allen Charitable Gift Fund, Brad & Katherine Borax, Martin* & Laurie Butera, Butera’s Restaurants, The Estate of Leon Lazer,
Wendy Hirschberg, Joan Isaac, In Memory of Frank Siegel, John & Amy Lomele – Amy’s of Huntington, Long Island Community Foundation, Main Street Nursery,
Karen Mitchell & Michael and Jenna Bellew, National Endowment for the Arts, New York State Council on the Arts, Andrew & Julie Nittoli, Stuart & Ginger Polisner,
David & Ellen Reynolds, Rochelle & Steve* Rubin – Alpern Family Foundation, Burt Shaffer & Abby Link, Suffolk County, Town of Huntington, Judith & Irwin Tantleff, Theodore Wender

Cinema Benefactors and those with combined giving of $5,000-$9,999

Dr. Glenn D. Arvan, Dori & John Beckhard, Brandywine Living, The Brettschneider Family, Stanley Churgin, CPA, A. Sandra Churgin, Dr. Samara S. Churgin, MDPC,
Lissa De Angelis & Cosmo Guarriello, Claire Friedlander Family Foundation, Goidel Law Group, Stephen & Myrna Green, Gurwin Jewish Family of Healthcare Services,
Humanities New York, Dr. & Mrs. Paul & Nancy Krawitz – Huntington Eye Care, Medical Financial Enterprises Corporation, Dr. Peter Mudge, Peter Gollon & Abby Pariser,
Dr. Davenport Plumer* & Harriet Spitzer, Jacqueline Strayer* & Robert Carlson, Joan Weiss

Cinema Friend Members and those who have Contributed $2,500-$4,999

Aboff’s, Judy Bernhang, Beth & Steve Dannhauser, Barbara Distinti & Andrew Snyder, Fountaingate Gardens, Sandy Friedman*, In Memory of Robert Friedman,
David & Janice Groden, Mark Herman – Bottles & Cases, Robert & Priscilla Hughes, Marcia Kaplan, Kenneth & Veronica Katz, Jeffrey L. & Andrea Lomasky,
Barbara Mitchell & J.Z. Sullivan, Robert & Helen Pufahl,Rivkin Radler, LLP, Barton & Jane Shallat, Marjorie Shukow, Bob & Karen Smullen, Star Multi Care,
Erika & Ken Witover

Director Circle Members and those who have Contributed $1,000-$2,499

Birjis & Sophia Akhund, F. Towne Allen, Alzheimer’s Association, Angela Andretta & Pamela Vogt, Elizabeth & Rodney Berens, Paul Besmertnik, Adam Birnbaum,
Dr. Joan Penrose Borum, Timothy & Joyce Bowersox, Rosanne and Ed Braun, Jan Brenner & William Houk, Brettschneider & Brettschneider LLP, Anthony & Laura Burke,
Madeline & Douglas Callahan, Cindy Campbell, Ed & Gina Carroll, Mary& Tom Catalano, Amy & Lee Certilman, Cathy Chernoff, Frederick Craden,
Mark & Barbara Derison, Georgine Dominique & Thomas Roser, Christine Eidinoff - Sinequanon, Martin Einstein & Adrian Cheslack, John & Sally Esposito,
Judy & Richie Faber, Florence Feinberg & Ben Geizhals, In Memory of Sheldon Fertig, Stephen Fisch*, Larry Foglia & Heather Forest, Robert & Shirley Frankum,
Meg & Bob Gary, Holli Gersh, Carol Ginsberg, Sandy Godina, In Memory of Arthur Goldstein, April Anne Goldson, Bill Goldston, Aaron & Gail Goodridge,
David & Janet Greenblatt, Mark Greenblatt & Susan Fleischer, Martin* & Judith Haas, Harvey Hoffman & Rochelle Berner, Bhavani & Joseph Jaroff, George Jordan,
Liz & Ron Jordan, Emily Kasof & Brendan Kearns, Jonah & Lynn Kaufman, Walter Kissinger – Kissinger Family Foundation, Richard Klemfuss & Angela Sangirardi,
Charlotte Koons, Jack & Harriet Kulka, Todd Kupferman & Jane Baum, Drs. Stephen & Jessica Lastig, Jessica Ley, Andy & Liz Mayers, Marcia Mayer,
Marilyn McDermott, Peter Milla & Diane Wilenski, Minuteman Press, Ben Model & Mana Allen, Ross Moore & Sharon Jacka, Monique & Douglas Morris, Vickie Moskowitz,
Janice & Tom Nepsee, Dr. Jud Newborn, Val & Rod Newman, Shana Nichols & J.P. Grossman, Lidia Novak, Brita Okin, Dr. Isabel Pavao-Horvath & James Horvath,
Robert & Susan Quinn, Don & Judy Rechler, Frank Rinck & Ruth Case, Stanley Romaine, in Memory of Shirley Romaine, Donna Rosen & Glen Wolther,
Scott & Selma Rothstein, Arnold & Carol Rubin, William & Renee Saperstein, Ivone Shaffer, Jude Schanzer* & Mark Shanholtz, Roger & Jane Sencer, David & Mona Spector,
Pearl and Erwin Staller, Peter and Dori Tilles, Myron & Marcia Stein, Ron & Barbara Stein, Lauren & Stephen Summers, Jeffrey & Beth Steinberg, Paul Tonna,
Jacqueline Tordik & Jason Briggs, Michael* and Ellyn Troisi, Nancy Vavassis, Waldner Business Environments, Diana & Roger Weaving, Marlene & Jacques Winter
*Board Member
To learn more about how you can support the Cinema, please contact René Bouchard, Director of Development at (631) 423-7610, ext. 18 or
at rene@cinemaartscentre.org.

DIRECTIONS TO THE CINEMA ARTS CENTRE
Driving from the west: L.I.E. east to Exit 49N or Northern State east to Exit 40 to Rte. 110 north. Follow 110 to Rte. 25A, Main St. Turn right. The third
traffic light will be Park Ave. Turn right. CAC is the first driveway on the right, 100 yards south of 25A. Driving from the east: L.I.E. west to exit 51. Turn
right off service road or take Northern State west to Exit 42 North, Huntington, Rte. 35 (Rte. 35 becomes Park Ave. after Jericho Tpke). Proceed to
L.I.R.R. crossing, after the three traffic lights, CAC is the first driveway on the left.
The Town of Huntington makes a vigorous effort to ticket any vehicles that are parked or standing in no parking areas. Please leave plenty of time to
find valid parking at the Cinema to avoid incurring parking tickets.
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